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� Introduction

The concept of inductive database� proposed by
Mannila ��� ���� is a beautiful formalization of
the interactive mining process� In the concrete
setting of association rule mining� an inductive
database provides virtual tables containing vir�
tually all itemsets and rules over the data� The
user does not care how these inductive tables
are implemented� for him� mining is nothing but
querying these tables�

For example� in a market basket application�
suppose we want all rules �with a certain con�
	dence and support as usual
 having �banana�
in the head but �corn akes� not in the body�
This would be expressed by the following data
mining query�

select r�head � r�body � r�con�dence � r�support
from Rules r
where r�support � �� and r�con�dence � ��
and �banana� in �select itemid

from Sets

where setid � r�head 

and �corn akes� not in �select itemid

from Sets

where setid � r�body


Note that such queries might even combine the
Sets and Rules tables with the given data ta�
bles� and that mining is an essentially interac�
tive process� where a user repeatedly poses new
queries based on what he found in the answers
of his previous queries�

In our opinion� the idea of inductive database
indicates the ultimate goal of how a transpar�
ent �data mining query language� ��� �� �� �� ���
should look like� The transparency lies in that
the user never issues explicit mining commands
himself� the system mines whatever and when�
ever necessary� Clearly the implementation of
this vision presents a great challenge� In this
paper� we investigate and compare two rather
extreme approaches� the a priori approach and
the a posteriori approach� towards the above
challenge�

The a priori approach consists of answering
every individual data mining query by running
an adaptation of the mining algorithm in which
the conditions on the rules to be generated
�as speci	ed in the query
 are directly incor�
porated� For example� to answer the above ex�
ample query� one would try to generate only
the rules with �banana� in the head and �corn
akes� not in the body� without generating irrel�
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evant rules or itemsets� Such adaptations of the
Apriori algorithm have already been considered
in the literature� but the problem of how to do
this for a wide variety of conditions is de	nitely
not yet completely solved� In this paper we will
o�er a further contribution in this direction�

The a posteriori approach begins by 	lling up
the Sets and Rules tables as densely as possible�
by performing one major� global mining opera�
tion where the minimal support and con	dence
parameters are set as low as one would possibly
need� After this relatively expensive operation�
the actual data mining queries issued by the
user then amount to standard� basic queries on
the materialized tables�

� Filtered mining of associa�

tion rules

In this section� we introduce a class of 	lters�
i�e�� conditions on rules� and show a way to in�
tegrate these 	lters tightly in the mining algo�
rithm�

The 	lters we will consider in this paper are
a special case of the rule templates introduced
by Klemettinen et al� ���� Concretely� we de�
	ne a 	lter as a conjunction of basic conditions�
where a basic condition speci	es that some spe�
cial item must or must not occur in the body�
the head� or anywhere in the rule� An example
of a 	lter is� �a in body and b in head and c not
in rule��

The question of how such 	lters �and other
kinds of conditions on rules
 can be exploited
in the mining algorithm has already been con�
sidered by Srikant� Vu� and Agrawal ���� and
Lakshmanan� Ng� et al� ���� ���� The latter
work uses the concept of �member generating
function� as an aid to restrict the generation

of itemsets to only those satisfying the 	lter�
The former work is approximate� using �se�
lected items�� but can deal with disjunctions
as well�

We will present a 	ltered mining algorithm
that �on conjunctions
 is conceptually clearer
and also more e�cient than earlier algorithms�
The 	ltering achieved is not approximate� it is
non�redundant� in the sense that it never gener�
ates an itemset that could give rise to a rule that
does not satisfy the 	lter� and it avoids the de�
tour via member generating functions� Speci	�
cally� we use an adaptation of the familiar Apri�
ori algorithm ���� where the generated itemsets
are not indexed by hashing� but by a trie� the
standard data structure for indexing collections
of strings �and hence also ordered sets
� The use
of a trie allows a very direct and natural incor�
poration of 	lters� and also o�ers various other
advantages ��� ���

Let b�� � � � � b� be the items that must be in
the body by the 	lter� b�

�
� � � � � b�

��
those that

must not� h�� � � � � hm those that must be in the
head� h�

�
� � � � � h�

m� those that must not� r�� � � � �
rn those that must be anywhere in the rule� and
r�

�
� � � � � r�

n� those that must not�

Recall that an association ruleX � Y is only
generated if X � Y is a frequent set� Hence� we
only have to generate those frequent sets that
contain every bi� hi and ri� plus some of the
subsets of these frequent sets� This can be done
as follows�

�� Start an initial trie with the linear chain b��
� � � � b�� h�� � � � � hm� � � � � r�� � � � � rn� adding
at the bottom level all other items as leafs�
except that we ignore the �negative� items
r�

i� The leafs represent all candidate item�
sets of size k � �� where k � � � m � n�
We thus start with a lead of k in com�
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parison with standard� non�	ltered mining�
From here on� we perform the standard
iteration� count frequencies� delete infre�
quent itemsets� generate candidate sets of
size k � �� prune� and repeat� Note that a
slight downside of 	ltered mining is that�
while in non�	ltered mining we can prune
by testing if all subsets of a candidate set
are frequent� here we can only test all sub�
sets containing every bi� hi and ri� simply
because the other subsets have not been
generated and hence their frequencies are
unknown�

�� We now have all frequent sets containing
every bi� hi and ri� In order to generate
rules� we also need those subsets of these
sets that can serve as bodies� These sub�
sets must contain every bi� and none of
the b�

i or hi �the latter because bodies and
heads of rules are disjoint
� Furthermore�
we need those subsets that can serve as
heads� these must contain every hi� and
none of the h�

i or bi� It is very easy to add
all the needed subsets to the trie and de�
termine their frequencies in one additional
pass�

�� We 	nally generate the desired association
rules from the appropriate sets generated
in steps � and �� in accordance with the
	lter conditions� The prunings that can be
performed in this step ���� can again be
very easily implemented through the built�
up trie�

We performed some modest experiments
which clearly con	rm the speedups achieved by
	ltered mining� as expected theoretically due
to the non�redundancy of our algorithm� Note
that a 	lter consisting of a single condition
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Figure �� Speedups �in percentages
 gained by
	ltered mining� for one�condition 	lters of the
six forms �� �i in head�� �� �i in body�� �� �i in
rule�� �� �i not in head�� �� �i not in body�� and
�� �i not in rule�� Numbers ��� are for an i with
high frequency� numbers ���� for average fre�
quency� and numbers ����� for low frequency�

only has the least e�ect� hence� the speedups
achieved for such 	lters serve as a lower bound�
We have run the six possibilities for a one�
condition 	lter three times� once for an item
with high frequency� once for an item with av�
erage frequency� and once for an item with
low frequency� Our results� depicted in Fig�
ure �� show that 	ltering has more e�ect on
low�frequency items �which is quite intuitive
�
Notice that the speedup gained with purely neg�
ative conditions �such as ���� not in body�
 is
smaller� because such a condition can only be
exploited in steps � and � above� not in the most
costly step ��
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� A priori versus a posteriori

In the previous section� we have seen a way to
integrate 	lter conditions tightly into the min�
ing of association rules� We call this a priori

�ltering� At the other end of the spectrum
we have a posteriori �ltering� where we per�
form standard� non�	ltered mining� only after
the completion of which we 	lter the result us�
ing a standard query�

A priori 	ltering has the following two obvi�
ous advantages over a posteriori 	ltering�

�� Answering one single data mining query
using a priori 	ltering is much more e��
cient than answering it using a posteriori
	ltering�

�� It is well known that� by setting parameters
such as minimal support too low� or by the
nature of the data� association rule mining
can be infeasible simply because of a com�
binatorial explosion involved in the gener�
ation of rules or frequent itemsets� Under
such circumstances� of course� a posteriori
	ltering is infeasible as well� yet� a priori
	ltering can still be executed� if the 	lter
conditions can be e�ectively exploited to
reduce the number of itemsets and rules
from the outset�

However� this is certainly not all that can be
said� As already mentioned in the Introduc�
tion� data mining query language environments
must support an interactive� iterative mining
process� where a user repeatedly issues new
queries based on what he found in the answers
of his previous queries� Now consider a situ�
ation where the second advantage above does
not apply� i�e�� minimal support requirements
and data set particulars are favorable enough so

that a posteriori 	ltering is not infeasible to be�
gin with� Then the global� non�	ltered mining
operation� on the result of which the 	ltering
will be performed by a posteriori 	ltering� can
be executed once and its result materialized for

the remainder of the data mining session �or
part of it
�
In this case� if the session consists of� say� ��

data mining queries� these �� queries amount
to standard retrieval queries on the material�
ized mining results� In contrast� answering ev�
ery single of the �� queries by an a priori 	lter
will involve at least ��� and often many more�
passes over the data� as each of these a priori 	l�
ters involves a separate mining operation� The
naively conceived obvious advantages of a priori
	ltering over a posteriori 	ltering have suddenly
become much less clear now�
We can analyze the situation easily as follows�

Consider a session in which the user issues a to�
tal of m data mining queries over a database of
size n� Suppose that the total number of asso�
ciation rules �given a minimal support require�
ment
 over these data equals r� Let t be the
time required to generate all these rules� More�
over� it is not unreasonable to estimate that in
a posteriori 	ltering� each 	lter executes in time
proportional to r� and that in a priori 	ltering�
each a priori 	lter executes in time proportional
to n� Then the total time spent by the a poste�
riori approach is t�m � r� while in the a priori
approach this is m �n� Hence� if n � r� then the

a priori total time is guaranteed to grow beyond

the a posteriori total time� indeed� this happens
exactly at the cut�o� point of m � dt��n� r
e
queries�
We have modestly experimented with a real�

istic session of �� data mining queries over real
market basket data �from a Belgian chain of
automated ���hour shops
 containing ��� ���
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Figure �� On the x�axis� the number of queries�
On the y�axis� the total time in milliseconds
elapsed during processing of the last x queries�

transactions on ��� items� The cut�o� point
where the a priori approach loses against the a
posteriori approach is reached after � queries�
The evolution of the session in time� using a
priori� and using a posteriori� is shown in Fig�
ure ��

� Challenges towards an im�

plementation of inductive

databases

One striking feature of the results of Figure �
is how slowly the a posteriori curve grows�
This means that� once the global mining op�
eration has been performed �which took ���
seconds in our case� hence the curve starts at
y � ��� ���
� the times needed to answer the
individual queries on the materialized tables is
extremely small� We expressed these queries in
SQL in the obvious way �as the example from

the Introduction
 and used SQL Server to an�
swer them�

If the necessary indices are present on the
Sets and Rules tables� queries of this style are
indeed very quickly answerable by relational
query processors� With queries that go beyond
the simple template 	lters considered in this pa�
per� such as queries that compare rules with
each other� or queries that relate rules back to
the data� the situation may of course be di�er�
ent� Much further work is needed in this direc�
tion�

More generally� a priori and a posteriori 	l�
tering are only two extremes in possible ways
to implement an interactive data mining query
language environment� The perfect way lies
somewhere in the middle� we envisage it to work
along the following lines�

Initially� when the user issues his 	rst query�
nothing has been mined yet �the Sets and Rules

tables are empty
� and thus the most e�cient
way to answer this particular 	rst query is to
use a priori 	ltering� The results of the mining
involved in this 	rst step are saved in the Sets

and Rules tables�

Now to answer further queries� the system
should be able to decide to what extent the rules
needed to answer a query are already present�
and to what extent new rules must be mined for�
The 	lter condition must accordingly be factor�
ized into one part that can simply be performed
by querying the already materialized sets and
rules� and another part that will be integrated
into the mining operation using a priori min�
ing� Again� many great challenges for further
research in this direction remain�
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